RAGINI MARCO Football Coach License U.E.F.A. PRO
Born on 30/11/1967 in Republic of San Marino (R.S.M.)
Nationality: Sammarinese (Republic of San Marino)
Currently live in Italy.
I speak Italian and English. I understand Spanish and French.

www.marcoragini.com
(inside there is my videos, magazines with articles of me, blog, ecc..).
Linkedin: marcoragini
Facebook: Marco Ragini

-------- PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE-------

2017 International Tournament Viareggio Cup - Coach of Garden City Panthers (Nigeria)
2016 AC Ujana (Campionato EPFKIN) Repubblica Democratica del Congo
2015 1 Liga (Slovakia) Dolny Kubin
2015 1 Liga Promotion (Switzerland) FC Locarno
2014 A-Lyga (Lithuania) F.K. Dainava
2008/2011 Super League (Switzerland) A. C. Bellinzona
2002/2011 National Senior of San Marino (World and European Qualifications)
2007/2008 Challenge League (Switzerland) F. C. Chiasso
2001 - 2004 - 2008 Participation U.E.F.A. Cup / Europa League
2006/2007 Italian Championship LEGA PRO - San Marino Calcio
2005/2006 Technician F. C. Modena (Italian Championship Serie B)
2005/2011 Head of Technical and Organizational Yuoth Football School Accademy
2003/2004 Italian Championship LEGA PRO - San Marino Football
2001/2003 Italian Championship Series D - Riccione Calcio
2000/2002 National U. 21 of San Marino
1998/2000 National U. 19 and U. 17 of San Marino

------------- DIPLOMAS and
QUALIFICATIONS---------2012 Enabling U.E.F.A. PRO at F.I.G.C. Technical Sector Coverciano (Italy)
2011 Enabling U.E.F.A. A at F.I.G.C. Technical Sector Coverciano (Italy)
2010 Enabling Goalkeepers Pro at F.I.G.C. Technical Sector Coverciano (Italy)
2008 Enabling Goalkeepers Professional at A. S. F. Couvet (Switzerland)
2000 Enabling U.E.F.A. B F.I.G.C. at Technical Sector Emilia Romagna (Italy)
1999 Enabling Youth Technical Sector at Emilia Romagna (Italy)
1999 Certificate Athletic Training at Technical Sector Emilia Romagna (Italy)
-- Teaching courses for Enabling U.E.F.A
-------------- MY FOOTBALL FILOSOFY ------------------I like to be open to all views, but it is their feeling that makes me choose things. My only reference
is my football Club with the goals you want the President and the General Manager. As
management of the players prefer a rose is not large (max. 20 players). I balanced the right
balance between young and some old player, but I try to be able to do to highlight and evaluate
the young players for the interests of the Club. I will not bore their players ever, I have to always be
"true" as a coach and as a man! I consider the communication between me, the top officials of the
Club and the players key part to be able to work together. As my philosophy of the game is to have
fixed the concept of re-conquest of the ball then impose their game, with personality and based on
the characteristics of my players. Even the form of my team ... must be adapted to the
characteristics of my players and I do not have "pursue his head down" with what appeals to me ...
but everything must be according to the characteristics of my players technical, tactical and
physical. Tactically I do not think of conquering space port, but focus immediately take the ball. Go
and chase ball lines ball, change the "density" is in the ball, bring in every department of the
numerical superiority (so the defenders are active) in attack, without hesitation, if you leave space
behind unprotected. In this case, a midfielder who will be without worries of mind, will cover the
area unguarded while two or three players will go to attack the ball area to win her back. The steps
fastest possible, especially short in the game. I am very picky and meticulous preparation of the
match. Fundamental and very important to me is to show players of my team the video match
analysis. The belief is to defend the ball always and without fear, act and never react, attack more
suffocating reason for not making the opponent. Everything is the result of high intensity workouts
and proactive mindset where the fast pace and constant causes difficulties for opponents. Do not
ever be modifying my philosophy of the game ... in function to preserve a possible exemption.
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